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 Kip put on his old pants. He tied his old shoes. He ran outside. Grandpa waited in

the yard. Grandpa had a small shovel. He had a can of water. He had a pack of seeds.

 Grandpa and Kip sat in the grass. They used the small shovel. They dug small 

holes in the grass. Kip put one seed in each hole. Then they covered up the holes with

dirt.

 Next they poured water on the dirt. The dirt, water, and sunshine would help the 

seeds grow.

 Kip was glad when the seeds grew. Now he had beautiful, bright !owers!
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2) What did Grandpa and Kip do with the shovel?

4) I’m small. I’m round. People plant me and enjoy when I grow into a beautiful !ower. 

What am I? 

5) Put the letters in the ABC order. 

G C M 

3) Dirt, water, and would help the seed grow.

Planting a Seed

a)

b)

c)

d)

a shovel

a can of water

gloves

a pack of seeds

1) Which item did Grandpa not have?
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Answer Key

2) What did Grandpa and Kip do with the shovel?

They dug holes in the grass.

4) I’m small. I’m round. People plant me and enjoy when I grow into a beautiful !ower. 

What am I? 

A seed

5) Put the letters in the ABC order. 

G C M 

C G M

3) Dirt, water, and would help the seed grow.sunshine

Planting a Seed

a)

b)

c)

d)

a shovel

a can of water

gloves

a pack of seeds

1) Which item did Grandpa not have?
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